Mavericks are bold, unique, visionary difference-makers whose ideas need to be heard.

The University of Texas at Arlington Maverick Speakers Series provides a dynamic forum for today’s brightest minds to examine the people, ideas, actions, and solutions that impact the world around us. Featuring some of the leading voices of our time, the series is more than just speeches on current events or timely issues. These are thought-provoking conversations led by renowned innovators who make change happen.

Because such important discussions need a variety of perspectives, the Maverick Speakers Series invites opinions from all sides, with topics as diverse as the people who present them. And because unrestricted access to such exchanges encourages insight and enrichment beyond the UT Arlington campus, all lectures are free and open to everyone.

Prior seasons have attracted thousands of people throughout North Texas and have featured:

- Robert Ballard - Deep sea explorer and oceanographer
- Ken Burns - Documentary filmmaker
- Neil deGrasse Tyson - Astrophysicist, author, and television host
- Barbara Ehrenreich - Sociologist and best-selling author
- Richard Florida - Bestselling author and urban theorist
- Thomas L. Friedman - Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and best-selling author
- David Gergen - CNN’s senior political analyst
- Lani Guinier - Harvard Legal Professor and civil rights expert
- Earvin “Magic” Johnson, Jr. - Basketball legend and business icon
- Doris Kearns Goodwin - Pulitzer Prize-winning author and historian
- Lisa Ling - Journalist, television host, and activist
- Bill Nye - Scientist and television host
- Soledad O’Brien - CNN anchor and special correspondent
- Sally Ride - Astronaut and first American woman in space
- Cal Ripken, Jr. - Baseball Hall-of-Famer
- Emmitt Smith - Football legend and entrepreneur
- Ronald Takaki - Professor of Ethnic Studies, University of California Berkeley, and preeminent scholar on diversity
- Jeffrey Toobin - Author and legal analyst
- Juan Williams - Emmy Award-winning American writer and radio and TV correspondent

The Maverick Speakers Series is about making a difference, one big idea at a time. That’s what Mavericks do.

Information about upcoming speakers can be found at [http://www.uta.edu/maverickspeakers/](http://www.uta.edu/maverickspeakers/).